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The best quality research papers possess many exclusive features which usually lacking in routine
research papers. A substantive research gives your writing a persuasive impact on readerâ€™s mind.
Good research has the power to challenge existing dogma; presentation of arguments can develop
better parameters for society. The potential of your arguments proves your research a credible and
compelling study.  If a writer wants to establish a solid research he or she must go beyond the
traditional means and sources, they should move away from prominent search engines, Google can
be a starting point of finding the data but when a researcher want some thing good and unique, he
or she have to go much deeper. Selected and recognized electronic data base should be used for a
relevant research sources. Universities digital libraries can contribute better in this regard.

Every year hundred and thousands of research articles have been published by universities and
other academic institutions, most of the research articles are written by university faculty, they are
typically of very high quality and this well researched content can help to build another authentic
academic paradigm or thesis. These journals are usually very dry, not appealing and very hard to
digest especially for students but quite informative and reliable for pursuing further research. Daily
periodical are good to get a recent look over an issue, it can add genuine chronological facts to a
study and can make it an enhanced and complete research which can be further extended by some
other researcher.

Research papers which are assigned to students should be addressed beyond the four walls of
class room and library. Students should be ready to get any source outside the campus premises,
their struggle for authentic and relevant data will eventually reflect in their work. Primary resources
like diaries, official documents, memoirs and autobiographies are considered to be the most efficient
and credible means of knowledge. If a research demands these sources, it will give more originality
to your research. A researcher must incorporate with these resources because primary sources will
give foundations to your thesis. They offer new inputs into historical questions and a social sciences
research paper can not be reliable without primary sources assistance.

Secondary data sources are research related documents (books, articles, magazines), interviews,
focus group discussions and surveys. These resources provide a broad background and improve
oneâ€™s learning curves. Through reading books and articles researcher get to know others point of
views regarding a subject or a topic, it would broaden learning possibilities and it is useful to give
some definite shape to a writerâ€™s thinking pattern. One thing which can not be ignored at any cost is
the neutrality and objectivity of a writer, a sound and fine research paper should give a neutral and
unbiased perspective to the reader and should force a reader to think and relay on the analysis and
debate conducted in a thesis. References and bibliography is the evidence of your data sources so
a researcher must be very cautious while compiling it.
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